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Very nice paper, a little preliminary
• The main story: losses on US MBS in only some state-level 

clearing banks
 claims on member local (public) banks’ equity
 less lending (relative to banks in control states)
 less hiring and investment by establishments (relative also to 

publicly-listed (not bank-dependent) firms in the same state)
 lower earnings and more unemployment for workers at enterprises 

(controls: different states and listed firms)
• Keys for identification: 

– The similarity between control and treatment states, publicly-listed 
and private establishments and the workers in them

– The identified parameter is a mix of  partial and general equilibrium 
• Ignore the first page of  the paper and individual-level 

determinants sections



Comments

1. The experiment
2. The state level
3. The establishment level
4. The worker-level
5. Interpretations



1. The experiment



Germany financial system is bank based

Market cap to GDP ≈ 1/2 v.s. US ≈ 3/2 
Three types of  banks:
• Private banks (200+; 54% of  bank assets)

– Commercial, investment, asset management, foreign 
subsidiaries

• Cooperative banks (900+; 8.5% of  bank assets)
• Public savings banks (400+; 37% of  bank assets)



Public Saving Banks
• Local savings banks (Sparkassen)

– Nonprofits
– Mandated to provide adequate credit to local businesses
– Restricted to lend in the county in which they are located
– Main lenders to local small and medium enterprises

• Regional banks (Landesbanks)
– One per state, so 10 of  them, state-owned
– Provide lending to finance state infrastructure
– Supported by local savings banks, who must keep them 

adequately capitalized
– Can invest assets in foolish things like US MBS





States with Foolish Landesbanks (dark), 
and with Smart Landesbanks (light)



2. The outcomes for different states



Quantitatively significant
Average effects of  0.6 to 0.9 percent per year, 2007 to 2010



3. The outcomes for different 
establishments

Compare not only 
• pre-2007 to post-2007, and 
• establishments in affected states to those in 

unaffected states, but also
• Bank-dependent private firms to not-bank-

dependent publicly-listed firms



Relative employment growth
(Table B5)

• Pre-crisis: -8.9%• Pre-crisis: -9.8%

• Pre-crisis: -14.3%• Pre-crisis: Baseline

Public 
establishments 
in unaffected 

states

Public 
establishments 

in affected 
states

Private
establishments 

in affected
states

Private
establishments 
in unaffected 

states



Relative employment growth, annual
(Table B5)

• Pre-crisis: -8.9%
• Post-crisis: -17%

• Pre-crisis: -9.8%
• Post-crisis: -5.3%

• Pre-crisis: -14.3%
• Post-crisis: -19.6%

• Pre-crisis: Baseline
• Post-crisis: -17.0%

Public 
establishments 
in unaffected 

states

Public 
establishments 

in affected 
states

Private
establishments 

in affected
states

Private
establishments 
in unaffected 

states

1. Triple diff:  - 24.3% affected, private    2. These are HUGE numbers: re-allocation 



3. The outcomes for different workers



The average employee 
has €1,471 or 11.6% 
lower earnings per year 
due to crisis and 
working at a private 
firm in an affected state



Additionally
• The effect is mostly due to non-employment and not lower earnings:

– The average employee spends 2.45 days more unemployed and works 5.2 
days less per year 

– The average employee has €650 and statistically insignificant lower 
earnings if  retained

• For the sample of  workers “voluntarily separated” from publicly-listed 
and private firms in affected and unaffected states, there is a huge 
earnings effect and no unemployment effect: treated workers leave the 
same labor market
– Puzzle: What does this mean?

• Further: the paper finds more unemployment following “involuntarily 
separated” from a treated firm into the same labor market 
– Backwards from adverse selection frictions in hiring and from lowest 

(unobserved) skill workers fired first
• For the sample of  workers “involuntarily separated” from their jobs, 

the earnings effect is similar to the baseline



Further Comments/Suggestions
• Think about what the coefficient measures
• Mostly consistent with efficient competitive product and 

labor markets: credit causes some firms to grow and 
others to shrink, shrinking firms pay slightly lower wages, 
and search or specific human capital causes workers 
suffer the transition.

• What else were Landesbanks differentially invested in? 
– Greek debt?  Possible confounding or amplifying correlates 

of  the US MBS shock
• Study worker heterogeneity in treatment effect by looking 

at the main regression for each subgroup separately 
rather than dropping the controls!


